
Upcoming Events:
 

Tuesday 7th February 2023 - Enrichment Day
Friday 10th February 2023 - Year 9 Reward Trip

Wednesday 15th February 2023 - Headteacher Reward Lunch
Thursday 16th February 2023 - Year 7 & 8 Reward Trip

Friday 17th February 2023 - End of the Half Term

 
 
 
 
 
 

Dear Parents/Carers,

As we enter February, this is a great opportunity to write to you all to thank you for your support with a recent award that the school
has been recognised for.
I am delighted to share that KSS was placed within the top 25% of all secondary schools nationally for its overall attendance figure
for the autumn term.  This also included being placed in the top 10% of schools within a similar demographic nationally.  This is a
remarkable achievement and testament to your support as parents & carers, along with the exceptional work of Mrs Hume and the
pastoral team at KSS.
On this theme of success, the school has been undertaking a very exciting approach to school improvement that has made
significant change over the past year.  I will be including within this bulletin examples of the these agile sprints and their impact over
the course of the next few editions.  I am exceptionally proud of the progress that the school has made since September 2021 and I
hope that you can also see and feel these improvements yourselves.

  

As always, we have many exciting activities lined up for the final few weeks of the half term.  We have held Year 11 masterclasses this week
in English, Maths and Science which have been brilliant.  These sessions aimed at grade 7 to 9 target students have been well received by
the students.  We also have had some superb careers events taking place, thanks to Mrs Weaver and her personal development and
careers programme.  There is much more to come with this as we hold an enrichment day next week focused on careers and post 16 next
steps.
We also have two rewards events taking place over the next few weeks for Years 7 & 8 and Year 9 which the students are excited to
attend.  It is vital that we continue to reward students for their hard work in meeting our code of conduct and core values.
Finally, the breakfast bagels have been exceptionally well received by students since the launch a few weeks ago and thank you to all of
the parents/carers that have reached out to say thank you for this initiative.

Yours faithfully,
Mr S Frost
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KSS Sprints
Since last January, KSS has been utilising an 'agile' approach to school improvement.
This approach has brought about significant improvements in key areas of the school.
Mr Till has produced some very informative posters to showcase our work.  I will be sharing these over the
next few bulletins.  The first sprint to showcase is around attendance.

 



A message from Mr Baldwin...

All staff at KSS are extremely proud of how well students in KS3 have shown resilience to their new
form time programme. The introduction of silent reading every morning has already improved the
opportunities to read for pleasure and students have begun to engage in conversations about
reading which staff have been impressed to hear. 
Each student, in form time alone, would have read approximately 6000 words this week which will
enhance their ability to demonstrate the core value of communication - an amazing achievement. 

Remember to bring in the books you have read to swap with peers, write a review and to contribute
to the termly reading newsletter. 

 

Reading 



A message from Mrs Postlethwaite...

The breakfast bagels have gone down a storm since the launch a few weeks ago.
A reminder that the bagels are free to all students and can be collected by the school hall each morning from 8.20am.
It is really important that students eat breakfast to maximise their engagement in learning each day.

 

Breakfast Initiative



The student council met with myself and Staffordshire travel ambassador, Mr Procter to discuss a range of e
initiatives.  This includes an upcoming anti-idling campaign.  The student council will be leading on this over
the course of the next few weeks as we try and encourage greener ways to travel to school.  It was also
fantastic to welcome Kidsgrove Primary School students to the meeting, as we look to tackle some of the
issues together as part of our learning campus.

 

Student Council Meeting



Please look out for our new roadside banner located on the school railings.  
In the next few weeks you will see a number of students leading our initiative to improve the air quality of our
area.
We look forward to your support.

 

Student Council Meeting



A message from Mrs Castrey...

Year 11 were using a variety of difference revision strategies to consolidate their knowledge of
paper two topics.   They chose which revision activity would be best suited to their learning style
and quizzed each other on the topics learned so far.

Keep up the hard work Year 11! 

 

GCSE PE



The Year 10 football team were able to try out their new kits in training last week.  In the autumn term the
team and myself designed the kits on the iPads through a kit builder website.  We are delighted with the
outcome.  The goalkeeper kit is our favourite, with its pink design.
We will make our debuts in the kit as we play competitive matches after Easter and lets hope that the
performances match how great the boys will look, as they wear the KSS badge with pride.

 

Football



REWARD
TRIPS



A message from Mrs Morrell...

Year 10 iMedia have recently started their coursework, the students have been asked to create a
brand identity for a company called Metamoda.  Metamoda operates in the Metaverse. The
Metaverse is a digital environment that makes use of both augmented and virtual reality to
connect and communicate. Y10 have made mind maps, mood boards and concept sketch's to
bring their ideas to life - great work!

 

iMedia



This week I have written to Year 11 parents regarding assertive mentoring for a number of Year 11 students. 
 The students will take part in an assembly before half term to discover who their mentor is and to find out
what the mentoring process will entail. 
We hope that this will make a significant difference to the students that have been selected.

Mrs Castrey has also been working hard on developing a 'Prom Passport'.  This aims to incentivise students to
make the right choices with only 55 schools days remaining until the summer examinations.
For students who meet the threshold for a set number of points, the school will fund for the cost of the prom
ticket.
This year the prom will be held at Alsager Golf Club on the 7th of July 2023. 

 

Year 11 Mentoring



I would like to take this opportunity to introduce to you, Mr Axton, who is the recently appointed Shaw
Education Trust, Science subject director.
Mr Axton will be working with Year 11 students in the first instance through a range of subject masterclasses.
We are really excited to have Mr Axton working with our students as he is an exceptional subject specialist.
Below are a few words from the man himself:

I grew up on in Southampton on the south coast (and remain an avid Saints FC fan to this day!). I moved to
Manchester to study Biomedical Sciences but soon realised that my future lay outside of hospital
laboratories and my future lay in sharing my passion for all of the Sciences with young people. I trained to
become a Science teacher in Manchester and took on my first teaching role in Salford. After a few years I
made permanent move down the M6 to Stoke to be closer to my partners family and have never looked
back. It is ten years since moving to the city and after teaching at Haywood Academy and leading the
Science department at Thistley Hough Academy, I am delighted to make the move to oversee Science at the
Shaw Education Trust. The passion for sharing Science with young people that first bought me to teaching
still burns strong and I am excited to share that passion with all of our young people and Science Teachers.

 

Welcome



Enrichment



A message from Mrs Weaver...

Over the last fortnight, our Year 9 students have experienced a workplace visit to Churchill in
Sandyford. The event was split into three different workshops which the students rotated around.

They had the opportunity to learn more about this local business and visit the factory floor to see all
the processes needed in the production of Churchill's crockery. They also had two excellent talks
which looked at what their skills, qualities, hobbies and experiences told employers about them,
how to best advertise themselves and what apprenticeships are. 

Following our visit, they have been set the challenge of writing their own CVs which Churchill HR are
going to read through, offer feedback and chose one lucky student who will receive a prize. This is a
fantastic opportunity.

During every visit, our students were excellent ambassadors for our school and are eager for more
experiences like this!!!

Well done Y9.

 

Careers



Careers



I would like to take this opportunity to introduce to you, Miss Taylor, who is the recently appointed Shaw
Education Trust, Maths subject director.
Ms Taylor will be working with Year 11 students through a range of specialist Maths masterclasses. We are
really excited to have Ms Taylor working with our students as she is an exceptional subject specialist.
Below are a few words from the lady herself:

Hi, my name is Miss Helen Taylor and I am incredibly excited about my new role as a director of maths for the
trust. I love all things maths (especially algebra!), CrossFit, heavy metal and I am bit of a crazy cat lady. I'm
really looking forward to working with the students at KSS. 

 

Welcome



In history lessons, Year 8 have been creating their own colonies to recreating the experience of the English
settlers that moved to America in the 16th century.

The students have been using Minecraft via their iPads to create a colony settlement that is historically
accurate and based on the real life challenges that the settlers faced in the 1570's.

The way in which they have embraced this project is outstanding.
They have a few more lessons to develop their creations even further before half term arrives.

 

History 



The Year 10 History GCSE, the students have been producing some superb work in their studies of warfare
from 1250 to the present day.
The students have developed a fantastic level of knowledge in what is a challenging topic.  The presentation
and quality of work continues to improve and as a result the progress being made is exceptional.
Well done Year 10.  A special mention to Lucas, Evie, Molly, Amber, Logan, Ryan, Cody and Chloe for their
consistent hard work and brilliant attitude.

 

History 



As we are all aware, there are only a matter of weeks remaining for the Year 11 students
before they sit their summer examinations.  
To ensure that they can achieve the top grades that they are capable of, the students have
been working with subject specialists in English, Maths and Science from The Shaw
Education Trust in school.  The students selected to work with the SET colleagues today are
the students that are pushing for grades 7 to grade 9. 

The school will be participating in a grades 3 to 5 masterclass at Staffordshire University in
March, which will bring together local Shaw Education Trust secondary school students to
work on examination technique in the core subjects.

A big thank you to Mrs Coulson (English), Ms Taylor (Maths) and Mr Axton (Science). 

 

Year 11 Subject
Masterclasses



I would like to take this opportunity to introduce to you, Mrs Coulson who is the recently appointed Shaw
Education Trust, English subject director.

Mrs Coulson will be working with Year 11 students in the first instance through a range of subject
masterclasses.  We are really excited to have Mrs Coulson working with our students as she is an exceptional
subject specialist who I have had the privilege of working with previously.
Below are a few words from the lady herself:

My name is Mrs Anna Coulson and I’ve recently been fortunate to begin working for the fabulous Shaw
Education Trust as Director of English! This means I have the pleasure of working with your wonderful children
and their staff to ensure they achieve the very best outcomes possible in English. My previous experiences as
a Head of English, Head of Year and Leader of Teaching and Learning means I am able to utilise my
knowledge to support your learners on their English journey this year. I can’t wait to work with them!.

 

Welcome



A message from Mrs Postlethwaite...

'Class Charts'

We now have over 85% of parents signed up to Class Charts. If you haven't already signed
up and need your login code, please call reception and they will be able to provide the to
you. On Class Charts you will see attendance to lessons, rewards, detentions and a full
breakdown of behaviour. There is also the function to message individual teachers. Moving
forward, more communication will come through Class Charts so please download the
App if you haven't done so already. If you need any help setting up the app, please pop
into school and a member of staff will help you get up and running.

 

Class Charts



A message from Mrs Frost...

In year 8 Maths we explored an introduction to probability with an experiment involving the rolling
of two dice and then playing a game of cards. We are hoping for them to be able to win a game
of ‘Play Your Cards Right’ by the end of this unit using their new knowledge of probability and
what values make up a pack of cards.
Well done 8S.

 

Maths 



The house completion continues to gather pace this half term.  
There has been a shift in the leaders across the second half of the autumn term and into this term so far.
Mrs Castrey is continually checking the scores the house leaders are very competitive.  
There will be a reward at Easter for the house with the most points, so please keep working hard. 

 

House Update



A message from Mrs Bryan...

Year 10 have been working in the workshop to produce some lovely glasses stands. Here are just
some of the finished results. So impressed with how they have worked and the effort the students
have put in.
Keep up the great work Year 10.

 

Technology 



A special mention to Tommy in Year 8 who is extremely passionate about music.
He has been playing the guitar for a while now and has made excellent progress.  He is
currently learning to play the 'Imperial March' from the Star Wars films as part of his music
studies.

Keep up the fantastic Core Values and passion for music.  Rock on Tommy!

 

Music



A message from Ms Baker...

8S with myself and Dr Ma, looked at density!
Using the Eureka cans, they can work out the density of an object. Firstly, they weighed an object on the top pan
balance to measure the mass, they then placed the object into the Eureka can, and measured the volume of water that
came out of the can using the measuring cylinder. To calculate the density, they had to divide the mass by the volume.
The equation for this, that we use in science is d=m/v.

 

Science



A message from Ms Baker...

Year 10 have been enthusiastically enjoying chemistry this afternoon, exploring electrolysis. 
Electrolysis is the chemical decomposition produced by passing an electrical current through a
liquid or solution containing ions.

 

Science



A message from Ms Baker...

My two Silver Crest Award science ambassadors, Emily and James.  They have been busy
discussing what they need to do for their extra curriculum science experiment to hopefully succeed
and achieve their silver award! 

Keep up the great work.

 

Science



Environmental Awareness


